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Discussed:

Forecast format including assumptions, 
Original RELM tests,
Correction and introduction of new tests,
Results of all tests applied to RELM halftime 
report,
Stability and statistical power



  

Space-rate-magnitude forecasts

Forecasts specify expected rates of earthquakes 
in bins of latitude-longitude-magnitude:

where M is the binned magnitude range of 
interest, and S is the binned spatial range of 
interest (latitude-longitude cells).

={i , j ∣i∈M , j∈S}



  

Assumptions
● A1. Poisson: Forecast uncertainty—in each bin, 

and therefore for the entire forecast—is 
characterized by the Poisson distribution, the 
rate in each bin being the expected value.

● A2. Independence: The rate forecast in each 
bin is independent of all other bins (even those 
within the same spatial cell and nearby spatial 
cells).



  

Likelihood

When the forecast period expires, in a single 
bin the likelihood of the observation given the 
forecast is (from A1):

Considering all bins, the joint likelihood of the 
observations given the forecast is (from A2):

Pr ∣= 

!
exp−.

Pr ∣= ∏
i , j ∈R

Pr i , j ∣i , j .



  

Poisson joint likelihood
There are 162 regular season Major League Baseball games. My 
2008-2009 forecast:

– LA Dodgers will win 150 games,
– SF Giants will win 50 games.

In the 2008-2009 season, 
– Dodgers won 96 games, and
– Giants won 88 games.

Pr(ω
1
= 95 | λ

1
= 150) * Pr(ω

2
 = 8 | λ

2
 = 50) = 1.25e-13



  

L(ikelihood)-test

Q: Based on the joint likelihood, was the 
forecast any good at estimating the space-rate-
magnitude distribution of seismicity?
A: It's hard to say.

Q: If the forecast be the right model for 
seismicity, what would the likelihood 
distribution be?
A: Let us check by simulations.

Schorlemmer et al. 2007



  

L-test
● Simulate catalogs, {Ω}, that are consistent with the 

forecast (by Monte Carlo sampling).
● For each simulated catalog, determine the likelihood, 

yielding a set of simulated joint likelihoods: {L}, 
where L

i
=Pr(Ω

i
|Λ).

With the L-test, we check if the observed joint 
likelihood is smaller than most of the simulated joint 
likelihoods:

=
∣{ Lx∣L≤ Lx}∣

∣{ L}∣
.

Schorlemmer et al. 2007



  

N(umber)-test

Q: Is the forecast any good at estimating the 
rate of seismicity?
A: We can check using the Poisson cumulative 
distribution,

δ = F(N
obs

|N
fore

)

where N
obs

 is the number of observed 
earthquakes, and N

fore
 is the number of forecast 

earthquakes.

Schorlemmer et al. 2007



  

N-test flaw

In the case when there are zero earthquakes 
observed and a small forecast rate, the two-
sided N-test incorrectly rejects the forecast.

– If λ = 0.0015, δ ~ 0.9985.

Rather, we should consider two one-sided tests:

– δ
1
 = 1 – F((N

obs
-1)|N

fore
), at least N

obs

– δ
2
 = F(N

obs
|N
fore

), at most N
obs

.



  

Magnitude likelihood

Q: Is the forecast any good at estimating the 
magnitude distribution of seismicity?
A: We can isolate the magnitude component of 
the forecast and apply a test similar to the L-
test.

m={si ∣i∈M }

mi =
N obs

N fore
∑
j∈S

i , j 



  

M(agnitude likelihood)-test
● Simulate catalogs, {Ωm}, that are consistent with the 

magnitude forecast (by Monte Carlo sampling).
● For each simulated catalog, determine the magnitude 

joint likelihood, yielding a set of simulated joint 
likelihoods: {Lm}, where L

i
m=Pr(Ω

i
m|Λm).

With the M-test, we check if the observed magnitude 
joint likelihood is smaller than most of the simulated 
magnitude joint likelihoods:

=
∣{ Lx

m∣Lm≤ Lx
m}∣

∣{ Lm}∣
.



  

Spatial likelihood

Q: Is the forecast any good at estimating the 
spatial distribution of seismicity?
A: We can isolate the spatial component of the 
forecast and apply a test similar to the L-test.

 s={s j ∣ j∈S }

s j =
N obs

N fore
∑
i∈M

i , j 



  

S(patial likelihood)-test
● Simulate catalogs, {Ωs}, that are consistent with the 

spatial forecast (by Monte Carlo sampling).
● For each simulated catalog, determine the spatial joint 

likelihood, yielding a set of simulated joint 
likelihoods: {Ls}, where L

i
s=Pr(Ω

i
s|Λs).

With the S-test, we check if the observed spatial joint 
likelihood is smaller than most of the simulated spatial 
joint likelihoods:

=
∣{ Lx

s∣Ls≤ Lx
s }∣

∣{ Ls}∣
.



  

Halftime results for RELM 
mainshock forecasts

Schorlemmer et al. 2010



  

Halftime results for RELM 
mainshock forecasts



  

How stable are these results?

With respect to catalog uncertainties, we can quantify 
stability under the following assumptions:

– Magnitude uncertainty is well-described by a Laplace 
distribution with scale parameter ν = 0.1 to 0.3 
(Werner & Sornette 2008);

– Location uncertainty is well-described by a Gaussian 
distribution with standard deviation σ = 5 km;

– and measurement uncertainties are the same for all 
earthquakes.

We repeatedly perturb the observed catalog and compute 
the quantile score distribution.



  

Result stability



  

How powerful are these tests?

What is the probability that they correctly reject 
an incorrect null hypothesis?
In our case, how well do they distinguish 
forecasts?
We can simulate catalogs consistent with a 
given Forecast A and see how often a test 
“rejects” Forecast B.



  

Power of N-test

For the N-test, no simulations are needed.  
Rejection happens when δ

1
<α

eff 
or δ

2
<α

eff
.  We 

can compute the probability that either occurs:

∑
{i :1 i∣2 eff }

Pr i∣1 ∑
{ j :2  j∣2eff }

Pr  j∣1



  

Power of N-test

For the N-test, no simulations are needed.  
Rejection happens when δ

1
<α

eff 
or δ

2
<α

eff
.  We 

can compute the probability that either occurs:

∑
{i :1 i∣2 eff }

Pr i∣1 ∑
{ j :2  j∣2eff }

Pr  j∣1

underestimation overestimation

Here, λ
1
 is the overall rate forecast of Forecast 1, 

and λ
2
 is the overall rate forecast of Forecast 2.



  

Forecast rates in overlapping regions



  

Corresponding N-test power



  

Forecast rates in overlapping regions



  

Statistical power

Power depends on the 
forecasts considered 
and the number of  
events observed.  We 
expect low power for 
the M-test because 
most forecasts use 
Gutenberg-Richter 
distribution.



  

Final thoughts

Isolation of space and magnitude components can yield 
further insight into forecast performance and help in 
interpreting L-test results.

The above work could be extended if more comprehensive 
analysis of catalog errors were done.  Can such analysis be 
integrated into catalog creation process?

Estimates of stability and statistical power should 
accompany forecast testing results.
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